War, Terrorism and
Political Risks

Continuity in a world of conflict
Geopolitical risks now account for two of the top-five most likely perils for
companies with a global presence. The threat is widespread, complex
and hard to predict.
In this world of political uncertainty, we provide the confidence and
peace of mind necessary for businesses to survive and thrive through
difficult times.
We understand this environment and have the knowledge and expertise
to provide you with insurance solutions to cover your business for many
forms of geopolitical risk, including war, terrorism and government
interference.
Global flexibility
With dedicated teams in Europe, UK, Asia Pacific and the Middle East
and North Africa, we are ready to support you anywhere in the world.
Our global network of people and resources enables us to adapt our
approach to any market.

Your partner for a new world of opportunity
We understand your world, we have the necessary expertise and
resources, and we’re ready to work with you over the long term,
together opening up a new world of opportunity.

The scale of our service
We provide continuity in the face of political violence in all its forms and
have the expertise to cover political risk in whichever way it impacts your
organisation, enabling you to protect and grow your business.
Our offer includes terrorism, sabotage, strikes, riots, civil commotion,
malicious damage, insurrection, revolution, rebellion, mutiny, coup
d’état, civil war and war, confiscation, expropriation, nationalisation and
deprivation.
Occupancies and assets
We offer cover for a wide range of occupancies, including operational
risks and property under construction, as well as delayed start-up or
advanced loss of profit. For example:
Hotels
Offices
Real-estate portfolios
Retail assets
Industrial and manufacturing facilities
Power stations
Petrochemical plants
Refineries

We also offer cover for mobile assets, including:
Cargo (both in transit and long-term storage)
Fine art and specie (for museums, exhibitions, dealers and
collectors; and for cash, bullion or securities in store)
Land equipment and machinery

Tailored solutions and extensions
Every client’s requirements are different. That is why we will work
with you to create bespoke wordings that meet your specific needs
or are fitted around your existing all-risks insurance. Just a few of the
many different extensions to standard cover we offer include:
Denial of access
(to insured property as a result of an insured peril)
Utilities or service interruption
Demolition and increased cost of construction
Extra expense
Contingent business interruption
Time element
Loss of attraction
Licence cancellation
Embargo
Currency inconvertibility
Forced abandonment

More info

wareurope@msamlin.com

Why buy cover?
To manage risk
This is an effective way for you to manage the risk of a catastrophic
loss resulting from terrorism or breakdown in a local geopolitical
situation.
To secure your revenue
Business Interruption cover protects you against loss of earnings or
revenue, and the increased cost of conducting business, following
physical damage to your property.
To protect high-profile property
Prominent buildings attract specific threats. We cover some of the
world’s iconic landmarks.
To safeguard high-risk assets
We cover luxury hotels, major shopping and entertainment venues,
key industrial facilities and national infrastructures worldwide.
To operate in volatile locations
Many of our clients have assets and investments in areas of political
instability or active conflict, with interference by local governments
being an ever-present danger.
To protect against collateral damage
If your premises are in a central urban or business area, there is
significant risk of damage resulting from an incident in the vicinity,
even though your business may not be the primary target.
To open up new opportunities
Having robust cover gives you the flexibility to take advantage of
business opportunities.
To protect your overseas assets and investments
In a politically fragile world, this is a positive way to protect against
government interference and instability, covering perils such as
expropriation, licence cancellation and currency inconvertibility, including
when your business is not the primary target.
We look forward to working with you

MS Amlin,
your trusted
compass.

Our Marine & Aviation business is built on technical expertise, superb service and
a commitment to deliver commercial value for you, through lasting relationships.
We provide continuity across an extremely broad range of trades and sectors.
We specialise in complex, challenging risks that require innovative solutions.
Our service brings together nine product lines, with experts who can make the
decisions necessary to safeguard your interests.
Think of us as your compass in the world of marine insurance – reliable,
trustworthy and always ready to provide guidance in rough waters.
Never leave without us!

msamlin.com

